The role of IL-1 inhibition in systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis: current status and future perspectives
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Abstract: The pathogenesis, clinical course, and response to treatment in systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis (SJIA) differ from other types of juvenile idiopathic arthritis and are similar to other interleukin-1 (IL-1)-mediated diseases. The main cytokine involved in the pathogenesis of SJIA is IL-1β, which can be neutralized by targeted anti-IL-1 therapy. In SJIA, no antibodies have been found and there is growing evidence that it is mainly an autoinflammatory and not an autoimmune disease. Before the era of biologic therapy, treatment of SJIA was primarily based on long-term treatment with high doses of glucocorticosteroids (GCS). The side effects of GCS could have a significant impact on the outcome of the disease and could cause long-term damage. Treatment with anti-IL-1 agents early in the disease course has revolutionized the management principles of SJIA. However, not all SJIA patients respond equally well to anti-IL-1 therapy, and it has been shown that age at the onset of disease, duration of the disease, number of affected joints, neutrophil count, and ferritin level can predict the response to anti-IL-1 therapy. In particular, an elevated ferritin level should prompt testing for macrophage activation syndrome (MAS), the most severe complication of SJIA. Anti-IL-1 therapy has been shown to be effective also in patients with MAS. Although anti-IL-1 agents are currently not recommended as first-line treatment, there is growing evidence that anti-IL-1 agents introduced at the beginning of SJIA could enable lower doses and a shorter duration of GCS therapy, change the long-term disease outcome, and even influence molecular disease patterns. There are currently three anti-IL-1 agents available: anakinra, canakinumab, and rilonacept. In this review, we present the current knowledge on the pathogenesis of SJIA, the rational for anti-IL-1 treatment, and future perspectives on the treatment of SJIA.
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Introduction
Inflammation in systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis (SJIA) and adult-onset Still’s disease (AOSD) is mediated by the interleukin-1 (IL-1) family of cytokines, which is closely related to the innate inflammatory immune response. The IL-1 family of cytokines includes 11 cytokines; of these, IL-1β has a major role as a therapeutic target in several autoinflammatory diseases, including SJIA. Neutralization of IL-1β causes a rapid and sustained blockade of inflammation.¹² Other IL-1 family cytokines involved in the pathogenesis of SJIA are IL-1α, IL-18, and IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra). IL-1Ra is a naturally occurring antagonist of IL-1α and IL-1β, whereas IL-18 is a proinflammatory cytokine. Several recent reports revealed that IL-18 could be used as a diagnostic biomarker distinguishing SJIA from other febrile illnesses.³
Furthermore, it has been shown that substantially increased levels of IL-18 may be associated with the risk of macrophage activation syndrome (MAS), a potentially lethal complication of SJIA.4

SJIA is a pediatric counterpart of AOSD, and it seems that both diseases represent variants of the same clinical entity with similar pathogenesis beginning at different ages.16 Currently, SJIA is still classified within the group of childhood chronic arthritides collected under the umbrella term juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA).7–10 The International League Against Rheumatism’s (ILAR) classification of JIA includes seven subtypes, one of which is SJIA, representing 10%–20% of all JIA cases.7 The ILAR classification criteria for SJIA are presented in Table 1. In SJIA, no autoantibodies have been found and uveitis is very rare.9

SJIA has a distinct clinical spectrum compared to other types of JIA, with a different pathogenesis and also a different genetic background.11 Treatment of SJIA could be challenging. Before the era of biologic therapy, only nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs), and glucocorticosteroids (GCS) were available.12 The development of targeted treatments against inflammatory cytokines has significantly modified the treatment approach to SJIA. In addition to anti-IL-1 therapy, anti-IL-6 therapy has been used with excellent clinical outcomes, especially in cases resistant to anti-IL-1 therapy.13–17 Recent advances in the pathogenesis of SJIA have revealed new possible biologic targets for the treatment of resistant cases, including IL-18, IL-17, and signaling molecules such as enzymes of the Janus kinase (JAK) family.18

This article presents the use of anti-IL-1 treatment in SJIA and MAS. Currently, three anti-IL-1 drugs (canakinumab, anakinra, and rilonacept) are available in the market, but only canakinumab is licensed for the treatment of SJIA. Canakinumab neutralizes only IL-1β, whereas anakinra and rilonacept neutralize both IL-1β and IL-1α.13,14

### IL-1 cytokine family and signaling pathway

The IL-1 family of cytokines comprises major mediators of the innate immune system, with IL-1 being the first cytokine identified as a strong inducer of fever and inflammation.19 Major sources of IL-1β include tissue macrophages, blood monocytes, and dendritic cells.20 IL-1 has the ability to induce the synthesis of potent inflammatory mediators such as cyclooxygenase type 2 (COX-2), type 2 phospholipase A, and inducible nitric oxide synthase, which accounts for prostaglandin-E2, platelet activating factor, and NO production. In addition, IL-1 has angiogenic properties.21

Initially, the IL-1 family included only IL-1α and IL-1β but later expanded to 11 members. Seven members act as proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-18, IL-36α, IL-36β, IL-36γ, and IL-33), whereas three have an anti-inflammatory function (IL-1Ra – blocks IL-1α and β, IL-36Ra – blocks IL-36α, β, and γ, and IL-37). The function of IL-38 is not known. Except for IL-1Ra, all members of the IL-1 family are first synthesized as precursors without a signal peptide for processing and secretion. The precursor forms of IL-18 and IL-1β require cleavage by either intracellular caspase-1 or extracellular neutrophilic proteases for activation and receptor binding.1,22

In the IL-1 family, two cytokines have a dual function: IL-1α and IL-33. In addition to binding to their respective cell surface receptors, the intracellular precursor forms translocate to the nucleus and influence the transcription of proinflammatory genes.23

The IL-1 family of cytokines mediate the effect by binding to the IL-1 family receptor subunit, which subsequently recruits an accessory receptor to activate downstream signaling. The IL-1 family of receptors is unique due to the presence of the Toll-IL-1 receptor (TIR) domain in the cytoplasmatic segment of each member. Because members of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and IL-1 receptors retained their TIR intracellular signaling domain, they were grouped in the IL-1 receptor/TLR superfamily.24

The potent proinflammatory effect of IL-1α and IL-1β follows three major steps: synthesis and release, membrane receptor binding, and intracellular signal transduction. The activation of both cytokines can be blocked by IL-1Ra. After ligand binding to the receptor, a complex sequence of events is triggered, including phosphorylation and ubiquitination, which results in the activation of nuclear factor kappa B and AP-1-dependent expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and secondary mediators of inflammatory

### Table 1 ILAR classification criteria for SJIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Arthritis in one or more joints with or preceded by fever of at least two weeks duration that is documented to be daily (quotidian) for at least three days and accompanied by one or more of the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Evanescent (nonfixed) erythematous rash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Generalized lymph node enlargement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Hepatosplenomegaly and/or splenomegaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Serositis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Reprinted with permission from The Journal of Rheumatology, Petty RE, et al, J Rheumatol 2004;31(2). All rights reserved.

**Abbreviation:** ILAR, International League Against Rheumatism’s.
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Response. IL-1 targeted genes include IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1, COX-2, IL-1α, and IL-1β. Most intracellular components that participate in the cellular response to IL-1 also mediate responses to other cytokines (IL-18, IL-33), TLRs, and many other forms of cytotoxic stresses.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^5\)

A decade ago, new types of intracellular receptors were discovered: nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-like receptors. They function as recognition receptors for endogenous danger signals and can form multimolecular complexes termed inflammasomes. In addition to recognizing danger signals, these complexes can also activate proteolytic caspases that cleave and activate cytokines important in early immune response.\(^2\)\(^6\) Activation and secretion of IL-1β and IL-18 require inflammasome/caspase-1-dependent processing. Other members of the IL-1 family are not dependent on this mechanism.

**SJIA**

SJIA is the third most common type of chronic idiopathic arthritis in children and represents 10%–20% of JIA patients. There is no gender predominance in SJIA; boys are affected as often as girls.\(^8\) In Asia, the percentage of SJIA patients is much higher compared to Europe or North America and could represent over 40% of all JIA cases.\(^2\)\(^7\)

Recently, results of an international genome-wide association study found no evidence of shared genetic risk factors between SJIA and other JIA categories.\(^1\)\(^1\) Single-nucleotide polymorphisms were tested for association with SJIA in 770 children and the genetic architecture of SJIA patients was compared to other JIA subtypes.

Clinical presentation of SJIA differs from other JIA subtypes in several aspects: it includes typical quotidien fever, arthritis, and “salmon pink” rash that appears with the fever and fades away when the fever subsides (Figure 1). Lymphadenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly, and serositis, such as pericardial effusion, are also hallmarks of the disease and are not seen in other forms of JIA.\(^7\) SJIA patients are more prone to develop MAS. Some SJIA patients have a monophasic course of the disease with only one episode of fever, others have a polycyclic course, and in some patients the disease persists after the initial attack of fever and follows the severe polyarticular course.\(^2\)\(^8\) Systemic signs of the disease can sometimes be more amenable to treatment than chronic arthritis, which can be unresponsive to various treatment approaches.\(^2\)\(^9\) Early predictors of joint damage and poor outcome are young age at diagnosis (<18 months of age), longer disease duration, persistent systemic use of GCS, thrombocytosis, and high inflammatory parameters.\(^3\)\(^0\)–\(^3\)\(^2\)

With a long-standing disease that is refractory to treatment, the impact on growth can be significant (Figure 2). Growth retardation is thought to be multifactorial, including altered nutritional status, prolonged immobilization, endocrinologic abnormalities, and GCS treatment. A growing body of evidence suggests that inflammation itself has a detrimental effect on the growing skeleton.\(^3\)\(^3\) Observations from the pre-steroid era indicate that stunted growth is seen during periods of disease activity with catch-up growth during remission.

Systemic signs of the disease can precede development of arthritis by weeks, months, or even years.\(^3\)\(^4\) The clinical presentation may mimic infectious or malignant diseases; therefore, a multidisciplinary approach is mandatory.

Markedly elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) is typical of SJIA, which is not the case in other JIA subtypes. Further laboratory changes include leukocytosis, thrombocytosis, elevation of the erythrocyte sedimentation rate, a low hemoglobin level, and a low albumin level.\(^3\)\(^5\) Inflammatory parameters influenced by cytokines such as IL-1 are monitored to evaluate disease activity and response to therapy. Markers

![Figure 1 Evanescent (non-fixed) erythematous rash in an SJIA patient.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Abbreviation:** SJIA, systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis.
An elevated ferritin level should prompt testing for MAS, a potentially life-threatening complication of SJIA. Characteristic clinical features of MAS include high, continuous fever, generalized lymphadenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly, central nervous system dysfunction, and hemorrhagic diathesis. The signs of severe inflammatory reaction are caused by massive hypersecretion of proinflammatory cytokines, the so-called “cytokine storm,” with uncontrolled and dysfunctional immune response causing continuous activation and expansion of T lymphocytes and macrophages.

Although the prevalence of MAS in SJIA patients is about 10%, some reports suggest that subclinical MAS may occur in as many as 30%-40% of SJIA patients. Recently, the classification criteria for MAS in SJIA were developed by a collaborative initiative of the European League Against Rheumatism, American College of Rheumatology (ACR), and Paediatric Rheumatology International Trials Organization.

Regular measurement of disease activity in SJIA patients is important for monitoring the disease course and assessing therapy response. At present, clinical measurement tools specifically validated for use in SJIA patients are lacking. In randomized controlled trials evaluating drug efficacy in SJIA patients, the adapted pediatric ACR 30/50 was used for measuring therapeutic response. Resolution of fever (≥38°C) during the week preceding the evaluation or the absence of fever in the previous 2 weeks and the reduction of the systemic GCS dose by at least 10% from the baseline dose were added to six core set variables. Over the last decade, the Juvenile Arthritis Disease Activity Score (JADAS) has been recognized as an important tool for measuring disease activity in children with JIA. However, JADAS has not been validated for children with SJIA and active systemic features of the disease.

**Therapeutic strategies in the treatment of SJIA**

NSAIDs are the first choice of treatment for SJIA, as they are for other JIA subtypes. Systemic GCS should be withheld until diagnostic procedures are completed. Infections, malignant diseases, and other rheumatic diseases, such as rheumatic fever and Kawasaki disease, should be excluded. In patients who fail to respond to NSAIDs, GCS are used for the treatment of persistent systemic signs. As soon as the inflammation is under control – usually within 2–4 weeks – GCS should be tapered and stopped in about 6–8 weeks, depending on the severity of the disease. In cases with persistent arthritis as the leading clinical feature of the disease, methotrexate (MTX) is the drug of choice after systemic...
signs have subsided. In patients with a polycyclic course with relapses of systemic features during tapering of GCS, biologic therapy is recommended (Figure 3).42

Inflammatory cytokines (tumor necrosis factor [TNF]-α, IL-1, IL-6, IL-18) have a central role in the pathogenesis of SJIA; cytokine blockers such as anti-IL-1 and anti-IL-6 biologics have excellent efficacy for systemic signs of SJIA.13–16,43–54

**Drugs blocking IL-1 cytokine**

Three anti-IL-1 drugs are available on the market, but only one has been licensed for treatment of SJIA (Table 2). The European Medicines Agency and the US Food and Drug Administration approved canakinumab for treatment of SJIA and AOSD in 2013 and 2016, respectively.

**Table 2** Dose, route of administration, and interval of administration of the IL-1 blocking agents in the treatment of SJIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biologic drug</th>
<th>Canakinumab</th>
<th>Anakinra</th>
<th>Riloncept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanism of action</strong></td>
<td>Monoclonal Ab, blocks IL-1β</td>
<td>Recombinant IL-1R antagonist, blocks IL-1α and IL-1β</td>
<td>Soluble decoy receptor fusion protein, blocks IL-1α and IL-1β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dose per kg BW</strong></td>
<td>2–4 mg*</td>
<td>1 mg</td>
<td>Starting dose 4.4 mg then 2.2 mg**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Route of administration</strong></td>
<td>Subcutaneous</td>
<td>Subcutaneous</td>
<td>Subcutaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interval of administration</strong></td>
<td>Every 4 weeks</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Every week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *For patients with BW ≥15 and ≤40 kg – 2 mg/kg BW; for patients with BW ≥7.5 and <15 kg – 4 mg/kg BW. **Maximum loading dose 320 mg, maximum weekly dose 160 mg.

**Abbreviations:** SJIA, systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis; BW, body weight; IL-1, interleukin-1; R, receptor; Ab, antibody.
The first reports and landmark studies which revealed effective treatment with anti-IL-1 agent in SJIA and AOSD were performed with anakinra, the first discovered anti-IL-1 drug.

**Anakinra**

Anakinra is a recombinant form of the naturally occurring IL-1Ra. It competitively inhibits the IL-1 type I receptor and neutralizes the biological activity of IL-1α and IL-1β. It is approved for treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in adults and can be used in combination with MTX in cases with an inadequate response to MTX. A recently published study in patients with RA showed that anakinra, in combination with MTX, was not effective in early, active RA. However, substantial evidence exists to demonstrate that anti-IL-1 agents are successful in treating AOSD. A recent comprehensive review of the literature revealed a strong steroid sparing effect with a reduction of the side effects of GCS. The overall response rate to anti-IL-1 drugs is high, up to 90%, especially in resistant AOSD patients.

Although anakinra was not licensed for the treatment of SJIA, several reports underline the efficacy of anakinra in this disease. The use of anakinra is currently recommended in SJIA patients with persistent systemic signs of the disease who are refractory to GCS treatment.

After the first two reports of successful therapy with anakinra in a child with SJIA and in a patient with SJIA and MAS, the first study was published by Pascual et al in 2005. In 2008, a retrospective study of 21 SJIA patients demonstrated an excellent response to treatment with anakinra in 10 out of 21 patients. This study, two groups of patients were identified. The first group demonstrated a dramatic response with normalization of CRP in the first week of treatment and a rapid improvement of arthritis. The second group experienced only a transient improvement or no improvement in the CRP level and arthritis. The differences between the two groups included an increased absolute neutrophil count and milder arthritis in the responder group. It was suggested that a better response to anakinra can be expected in patients with arthritis in only a few joints compared to those with polyarthritis.

A larger retrospective study including 46 patients revealed that anakinra was able to achieve complete clinical response in about 60% of patients. This study included 10 children who received anakinra as initial monotherapy without GCS; of these, 80% had complete response.

To date, only one small randomized control trial (RCT) of anakinra has been published (ANAJIS trial), including 12 patients in both the placebo and anakinra groups. ACR pediatric 30 response was achieved in eight out of 12 patients in the anakinra group and only in one patient in the placebo group at month 1 (p=0.003). Ten patients from the placebo group switched to anakinra and nine of them were responders at month 2. Twelve months after the beginning of the study, only 3/12 patients who started anakinra at day 0, and 4/10 who started in the placebo group and were later switched to anakinra at month 1, were still considered responders. The explanation for the loss of response over time was that in a majority of the included patients, severe polyarthritis without fever was present as the main clinical feature. The other reason could also have been that lower doses of anakinra were used in this study (2 mg/kg subcutaneously daily, maximum dose 100 mg), which could be insufficient in younger patients. Moreover, the study design allowed faster tapering of GCS and precluded concomitant use of DMARDs. Blood gene expression profiling at enrollment and at 6 months showed one set of dysregulated genes that reverted to normal values in responders. Interestingly, another set of genes, including interferon-inducible genes, were found in a majority of the patients treated with anakinra, regardless of the clinical response to treatment.

The first prospective study in which anakinra was used as first-line therapy in 20 consecutive SJIA patients, before the use of GCS, showed excellent response in nearly all patients within 3 months. After 1 year, 17/20 patients had a clinically inactive disease. Thirteen of these patients met the criteria for inactive disease while receiving monotherapy with anakinra, but seven patients required additional therapy along with anakinra due to persistent disease activity.

Recently, another retrospective study with anakinra in 25 SJIA patients from a single center has been published. Patients who were treated with anakinra for at least 6 months were included. The primary end point was the number of patients who achieved a clinically inactive disease at 6 months; of the 25 included patients, 14 had inactive disease at that time. In this study, the only variable significantly associated with response to treatment was the time from the onset of disease to the beginning of anakinra therapy, with earlier treatment initiation being associated with a better outcome.

**Canakinumab**

Canakinumab is a human monoclonal antibody that neutralizes the biological activity of IL-1β, but not IL-1α. It binds selectively and with high affinity to human IL-1β, preventing IL-1β-induced gene activation and inflammatory mediator production. It is the only anti-IL-1 agent licensed for the
treatment of SJIA. It was approved for use as monotherapy or in combination with MTX for SJIA patients who are at least 2 years old, have active disease, and have responded inadequately to previous therapy with NSAIDs or systemic GCS. In a Phase II multicenter open-label study, 23 children with active SJIA were included. ACR pediatric 50 response was achieved at day 15 after the first canakinumab dose in 60% of children. It was demonstrated that the dose of 4 mg/kg was associated with rapid and sustained clinical improvement. GCS could be tapered to 50% by month 5.\textsuperscript{13} Responders had fewer active joints and a higher white blood cell count at baseline compared to nonresponders. These findings were in line with a previous study published byGattorno et al, in which anakinra was the anti-IL-1 agent under investigation.\textsuperscript{66}

The results of the Phase II multicenter study have provided the grounds for further studies. Two randomized trials showed the efficacy of canakinumab in SJIA with active systemic features.\textsuperscript{14} In the first trial, patients were randomized to receive a single subcutaneous dose of canakinumab or placebo. At day 15, significantly more patients in the canakinumab group had ACR 30 response compared to the placebo group (84% vs 10%). In the second trial, patients who had a clinical response were randomly assigned to continued treatment with canakinumab or placebo. The risk of flare was lower among patients who continued to receive canakinumab than among those who were switched to placebo: 74% of patients in the canakinumab group had no flare, compared to only 25% of patients in the placebo group. The average dose of GCS was significantly reduced in canakinumab-treated patients and discontinued in 33% of patients. Infections were more common in the canakinumab group compared to the placebo group. MAS occurred in seven patients, including two in the placebo group.

Rilonacept

Rilonacept is a soluble decoy receptor that neutralizes mainly IL-1β and to a lesser extent also IL-1α. So far, two studies in children with rilonacept have been conducted.\textsuperscript{58,59} In the first study, efficacy and safety were evaluated during 23 months of open-label treatment after a 4-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase. Twenty-four patients were included in the first 4 weeks of the double-blind, placebo-controlled part, and 23 entered during the open-label period. The median age of the included patients was 14 years (4–20 years). In the double-blind phase, no significant differences between the rilonacept and placebo groups were observed. However, during the open-label treatment period, fever and rash completely resolved by month 3 in all patients. Adapted ACR pediatric 30, 50, and 70 response rates at 3 months were 78%, 60%, and 34%, respectively, and were maintained over the study duration. The prednisone dose was decreased or prednisone therapy discontinued in 22 of the 23 patients. Treatment with rilonacept had a substantial steroid sparing effect. No serious adverse events were observed.\textsuperscript{58}

In the second randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study, 71 patients with active arthritis in at least two joints were included. They were randomized in the rilonacept arm and in the placebo arm. An initial 4-week, double-blind, placebo phase was incorporated into a 24-week randomized multicenter design, followed by the open-label phase. Patients in the placebo arm received placebo for 4 weeks, followed by a loading dose of rilonacept 4.4 mg/kg at week 4, and then followed by weekly maintenance doses of 2.2 mg/kg subcutaneously. Patients in the rilonacept arm received a rilonacept loading dose, followed by a weekly maintenance dose. The primary end point of the study was time to response. Adapted ACR pediatric 30 score was used, together with the absence of fever and tapering of the dose of GCS. The time to response was shorter in the rilonacept arm compared to the placebo arm ($p=0.007$). The number of patients fulfilling the response criteria was significantly higher at week 4 in the rilonacept arm compared to the placebo arm ($p=0.016$). Exacerbation of SJIA was the most common severe adverse event. Rilonacept was generally well tolerated. Efficacy of the drug was confirmed in active SJIA.\textsuperscript{59}

In comparison with the other two anti-IL-1 agents, rilonacept is not commonly used for the treatment of SJIA and it is not approved for this indication. Recently, a meta-analysis of RCTs of biologic agents in SJIA was published. Five RCTs were eligible for inclusion; one study each for anakinra, canakinumab, and tocilizumab, and two for rilonacept. All studies were placebo-controlled and showed the efficacy of the tested drug; however, the meta-analysis demonstrated that canakinumab and also the anti-IL-6 agent tocilizumab were more effective than rilonacept. Biologic agents seem to be safe and comparable for the risk of severe adverse events in short-term observations.\textsuperscript{74}

Other cytokine blockers effective in the treatment of SJIA

Anti-TNF-α agents are used successfully in the treatment of several subtypes of JIA, but they do not demonstrate the same efficacy in SJIA patients with predominantly systemic clinical features. In a subset of SJIA patients with well-controlled systemic features and persistent arthritis, anti-TNF-α drugs
are more effective and often used if the main clinical feature is arthritis. Similarly to MTX, anti-TNF-α drugs have a very limited effect, or no effect at all, on systemic signs of the disease. Among 45 SJIA patients treated with anti-TNF-α agents, only 24% experienced remission and only 13% experienced a sustained benefit.\(^\text{60}\) Furthermore, the results of a recent French study showed that introduction of anti-IL-1 or anti-IL-6 inhibitor, instead of anti-TNF-α agents as the first-line biologic therapy in SJIA patients, significantly increases the chance of these patients achieving remission.\(^\text{61}\)

Anti-IL-6 agent (tocilizumab) is the first humanized anti-IL-6 receptor antibody. A recently published meta-analysis of RCTs of biologic agents in SJIA revealed that tocilizumab seems to be more appropriate in SJIA patients with extensive joint involvement.\(^\text{54}\) The efficacy and safety of tocilizumab have been proven in several studies.\(^\text{15,16,52,53}\) It can be used alone or with MTX in children older than two.\(^\text{29,62}\) In 2005, a Japanese study showed prompt response in 90% (10/11) of children with SJIA who were treated with tocilizumab.\(^\text{52}\) Later, tocilizumab’s efficacy was confirmed in the RCT followed by a long-term open-label extension phase.\(^\text{15,53}\) Similar results were reported in studies conducted in Europe and in North and South America. Within 3 months of the beginning of tocilizumab therapy, 70% of children treated with tocilizumab improved clinically by at least 70%, compared to only 8% of those who were receiving placebo.\(^\text{16}\)

**Treatment of MAS**

There is currently no evidence-based treatment for MAS.\(^\text{63}\) The highest level of evidence for treatment comes from case series. High-dose GCS with or without cyclosporine have been frequently reported as the first-line therapy. Promising responses were reported also with anakinra treatment.\(^\text{56}\) In a recent systematic literature review assessing the performance of 2016 MAS classification criteria for patients with SJIA who developed MAS while being treated with biologic therapy, research demonstrated that substantial alteration in MAS features may limit the utility of defined criteria for diagnoses in SJIA patients treated with biologics.\(^\text{64}\)

**Biologic rationale for IL-1 cytokine as a therapeutic target in SJIA**

SJIA is different from other types of JIA, so it is unsurprising that the therapeutic approach employed in other forms of JIA is not applicable to it. Over the last decade, several studies have shown that SJIA is primarily an autoinflammatory and not an autoimmune disease. The clinical course and laboratory results, including a very high CRP level, more closely resemble autoinflammation or severe infection than an autoimmune disease. Due to the pronounced activation of a patient’s innate immune system, it has been postulated that SJIA is likely a polygenic autoinflammatory syndrome.\(^\text{55}\) The disease course can follow a periodic relapsing course similar to diseases belonging to the group of periodic fever syndromes, such as cryopyrin-associated periodic fever syndromes. The cause of these diseases is gain-of-function NLRP3 mutation, which is associated with the activation of the inflammasome, leading to overexpression of IL-1β. The NLRP3 gene encodes the multimeric protein complex cryopyrin, a crucial protein of the inflammasome. Cryopyrin controls the activation of caspase-1, which catalyzes the cleavage of pro-IL-1β into IL-1β.

It has been shown that, also in SJIA, IL-1β is a crucial cytokine, but the source of excess of this cytokine remains unknown and its role in chronic arthritis is not entirely clear.\(^\text{66}\) In the landmark study published in 2005, Pascual et al showed that serum from SJIA patients induced the transcription of innate immunity genes, including IL-1 in healthy peripheral blood mononuclear cells.\(^\text{45}\) It is, however, interesting that IL-1β serum levels in patients were as low as those of healthy controls. It was assumed that serum cytokine levels may not reflect a cytokine role in the pathogenesis of the disease. Researchers administered recombinant IL-1R antagonist to nine SJIA patients refractory to other therapies; complete remission was obtained in 7/9 patients, showing that blockade of IL-1 cytokine could be an effective target therapy in SJIA.\(^\text{45}\)

Recent studies have revealed that SJIA pathogenesis likely follows a biphasic course.\(^\text{57}\) In the initial phase, the systemic disease is driven by an innate immune response with IL-1β as a key cytokine. In the second phase, which is probably dominated by adaptive immunity and cytokine IL-17A, chronic arthritis becomes the leading clinical feature. Based on these facts, anti-IL-1 therapy appears to be a rational therapeutic approach in the first phase of SJIA, but in the case of a persistent disease with chronic arthritis, other biologic drugs might have a better effect.

**Future perspectives – the role of early IL-1 blockade and possible new biological targets for the treatment of SJIA**

Despite the current evidence showing success of early treatment with anti-IL-1 therapy, at the present moment this therapy is still not standard practice in the early treatment of SJIA. However, in the case of a severe disease course and
complications such as MAS, early treatment with anti-IL-1 therapy is advised. On the grounds of a prospective study published recently, in which anakinra was used as the first-line therapy and showed an excellent response in nearly all patients, and based on recent reports that SJIA pathogenesis follows a biphasic course with innate immune response in the initial phase and adaptive immune response in the second phase, there appears to be a window of opportunity for treatment with anti-IL-1 therapy early in the disease course. \cite{50,67}

If the window of opportunity is missed, the late course of the disease is dominated by adaptive immunity and cytokine IL-17A with chronic arthritis as the main clinical feature; in this case, other therapies are more suitable to control the disease. It has been shown that in SJIA patients in whom severe arthritis is the predominant feature anti-IL-1 therapy is usually not successful. \cite{66}

It has recently been shown that canakinumab treatment in SJIA patients results in a rapid reduction of the expression of genes related to inflammation and in the reduction of the inflammatory cytokine level. \cite{68} The level of IL-6 declined by day 3 and remained suppressed, and IL-18 declined on day 57. Samples used in this study were collected from the two pivotal trials on SJIA. \cite{13,68} The strongest clinical response at day 15 (≥50 adapted ACR JIA response criteria) was observed in patients with higher baseline expression of dysregulated genes and a strong transcriptional response on day 3. It was suggested that canakinumab can, at least to some extent, reverse the molecular disease pattern.

Modern treatment of JIA, including the systemic form, should follow the treat-to-target treatment approach with the achievement of complete clinical and laboratory disease remission, or in cases where this is not possible, with minimal disease activity. \cite{69} Because long-term disability closely correlates with the duration of the active disease, early aggressive treatment is important to achieve the goal of the treat-to-target approach.

The other aspects of treatment are the side effects of the therapy. While GCS still hold the main position among the most potent anti-inflammatory drugs with prompt resolution of inflammation, the long-term side effects of GCS treatment limit their prolonged use. Except for a higher risk of infection in the treatment with anti-IL-1 drugs, no such long-term side effects that can be devastating in prolonged use of GCS are seen in the prolonged use of IL-1 inhibition. If it is still not possible to completely avoid GCS in some patients, early treatment with IL-1 blockade could at least significantly lower the cumulative dose of GCS in the majority of patients. This is even more important in children than in patients with AOSD because of the impact of GCS therapy on the growth and development of a child.

It is anticipated that in the near future, data from multicenter studies and patient registries will provide additional, adequately strong evidence for changing the recommended treatment approach in SJIA patients to early introduction of IL-1 blockade.

At present, we lack data on treatment with a combination of biologic drugs in severe, therapy-resistant cases of SJIA patients. The possibility of severe infections as a side effect of such a treatment approach probably increases significantly. However, isolated reports of the successful use of combinations in clinical practice do exist. Anakinra in combination with abatacept, which selectively modulates the costimulatory signal (CD80/CD86:CD28) needed for T-cell activity, was successfully used in four treatment-resistant, steroid-dependent SJIA patients, without severe side effects. \cite{70}

Recent advances in the pathology of SJIA draw attention to other possible therapeutic biologic targets such as IL-18, IL-17, signaling molecules such as enzymes in the JAK family, and interferon-γ in MAS resistant, difficult-to-treat patients. \cite{18,71}

**Conclusion**

Over the last decade, the treatment of SJIA, which belongs to the family of autoinflammatory diseases, has significantly improved with the advent of novel targeted drugs: cytokine blocking agents, with the prime position being held by anti-IL-1 agents. Long-term disease outcome in SJIA patients improved and treatment damage reduced with the introduction of these drugs in the treatment plan. The treat-to-target approach has become an achievable goal. Early introduction of anti-IL-1 therapy, during the first phase of the disease when systemic signs predominate, in the so-called window of opportunity, can induce rapid and sustained blockade of inflammation and significantly change the disease course and its long-term outcome.
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